These are Howard Young's pertinent insights, and this paper hopes to extend them by discussing Pater's potential interest to Juan Ramon. First we shall point to some of the more intriguing parallels encountered in the works of these writers; second, we propose to explicate Pater's analysis of the Mona Lisa, by presenting its assumptions as a part of the aesthetic idealism prevalent throughout his work, and by linking this briefly to "Espacio." In addition to citing from the works Luisa recommended, we shall quote from some of the other works, especially a few of the essays collected in Appreciations and from Plato and Platonism. Though there are no markings in these texts, the fact that they remained in Jimenez' library throughout his life (they must have been shipped from Spain) is sufficient to arouse this reader's curiosity.
There is much in Juan Ramon's early work that is reminiscent of the fin-de-siecle English don, and enough echoes in Juan Ram6n's mature work to require comment and consideration. We shall be presenting thanatopsistic and aesthetic concerns, that is, showing parallel responses to death and decline, and to aesthetic ideals. Pater gradually emerges as an ancestor in Juan Ramon Jimenez' spiritual and literary quest.
Pater alludes to death and dying at times in terms that recall Juan Ramon's. In his 1890 essay on Edmund Gosse, "Mr. Gosse's Poems," Pater cited (EG, p. 117) the fourth stanza of Gosse's "Lying in the Grass": For I should pass, but all the world would be Full of desire and young delight and glee, And why should men be sad through loss of me? This of course parallels "El poeta ha muerto," from Pastorales, whose second and fourth stanzas are:
Their lips full of roses, the children will go to the garden, golden dreams of maidens and lillies broken. . . .
Good day! Good day! You, happy and flowering village, you'll keep on filling up with sun, white smoke, idylls, and the sound of bells. . . . Literature, Vol. 7, Iss. 2 [1983] Similar unsatisfied longing is found elsewhere. Pater notes that in Winckelmann's plans of foreign travel "there seems always to be a rather wistful sense of something lost to be regained, than the desire of discovering anything new" (R, p. 179). Also, he observes that Heraclitus' thoughts have "the characteristic melancholy of youth when it is forced suddenly to bethink itself, and for a moment feels already old" (P&P, p. 13). Such melancholia is a salient characteristic of the early Juan Ramon who, in 1903, at the age of twenty-three, was bemoaning "the autumn of my life" (Arias tristes, PLP, p. 237), and whose portrait by Sorolla, painted that same year, is that of a morose man twice the age. 8 The poet of the Diario, however, would have fully appreciated Pater's gentle criticisms on the limitations of the decadent persona, and he would also have sympathised with Pater's aesthetic views, to which we shall now turn.
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Pater presents the poet as one who isolates himself from the everyday world in order that he might better express the "essence" of his Pater insists on the need for intensity, conviction, concentration-for the condition of ensimismamiento for which Jimenez was ridiculed-and he also argues that clarity and precision in artistic expression are absolutely indispensable. Marius, "constructing the world for himself from within," associates "poetic beauty" with "clearness of thought," and he finds "aesthetic charm" in the "cold austerity of mind" (ME, vol I, pp. 24 & 124). In "Style," Pater stresses that there is "beauty" in "a skillful economy of means," and he urges the stylist to make "the most of a word," to exact "from sentence .
. expands." Pater adds that Pythagoras "set the frozen waves in motion" in his philosophical attempt to realize unity in multiplicity (P &P, 51).14 "La ola detenida" appears in "Rio-mar-desierto," and an observation, in Marius the Epicurean, regarding Heraclitus is perhaps relevant to a reading of that poem. For Heraclitus, Pater remarks, the world was full of animation: "the one true being is perpetual energy, from the restless stream of which, at certain points, some elements detach themselves, and harden into nonentity and death" (ME, p. 129). Likewise, the lyrical voice of "Rio-mardesierto," hardening into death ("my detained movement,") is conscious of separation from a restless stream: "that was restless, restless, restless" (LP, p. 1325).
The affinities between Juan Ramon's lectures and Pater's writings are few but worthy of note. Like Jimenez, Pater insisted that: "the true 'classic' must be of the present, the force and patience of present time" (GL, p. 57). Both writers believed that true aristocracy was an inner quality. "Those who value highly the concentrated presentment of passion," such "humble children" as Wordsworth's Michael and Ruth, belong, wrote Pater, "to the true aristocracy of passionate souls" (A, p. 52).
In addition, Pater's belief in the unity of ethics and aesthetics parallels Juan Ram6n's ideals. In "Style," Pater emphasized that there can be no good art without truth: "all beauty is in the long run only fineness of truth, or what we call expression, the finer accomodation of speech to that vision within" (A, p. 10). Moreover, he concludes his two essays on the English Romantics, Wordsworth and Coleridge, with reflections on art and the "higher morality." "To treat life in the spirit of art," he wrote, "is to make life a thing in which means and end are identified: to encourage such treatment, the true moral significance of art and poetry" (A, p. 62). 15 We should now like to explicate the aesthetic idealism latent in a passage of prose in which Pater, as Howard Young remarks, "so successfully evoked the mystery of the Mona Lisa." Juan Ram6n had been so fascinated by "Yeats's decision to give a segment of Pater's prose in free verse" that, "in his copy of Pater's essay" on Leonardo he "drew slant lines to indicate the divisions Yeats had made." '6 In his essay, Pater is concerned with the type of beauty Leonardo pronouncements on this issue. In " Style," Pater protested that prose need not be "something very tamely and narrowly confined to mainly practical ends" (A, p. 6); and he argued that "imaginative prose" is "the special and opportune art of the modern world" (A, p. 11).
The manner in which Pater pursues this thought-the transformation of prose into poetry-prompts us to consider its philosophical as well as its aesthetic dimensions. What does such a transformation signify? In a well known passage-in "The School of Giorgione," which follows the essay on Leonardo-Pater advances the theory that "all art constantly aspires to the condition of music" (R, p. 135). This condition, of constantly aspiring toward some other state, Pater terms "the great Anders-streben," which he explains as a genre's "partial alienation from its own limitations" (R, p. 134). One form is seen as gravitating toward its other; the artistic spirit desires to penetrate fully every part of the matter (R, p. 135). 18 Though his terms are narrowly aesthetic, his implicit claims are more far-reaching. We glimpse their purport more immediately in other works. He noted that "throughout Greek art there is a struggle, a Streben, as the Germans say, between the palpable and limited human form, and the floating essence it is to contain" (GK, p. 34). This transformation is of the material toward the spiritual. Moreover, he presents Abelard as "the humanist, with reason and heart and senses quick [who] reaches out toward [and who] attains modes of ideal living beyond the prescribed limits of [the] system" (R, p. 7). This transformation is of the human toward the human divine. '9 There is undoubtedly an ethical underlay to Pater's ostensibly aesthetic claims, and it is even implicit in the "Mona Lisa" passage. Allusions to Leda and Mary suggest the apocalyptic transformation of divine into human. Also, in the lines that precede the prose poem, references to beauty's having corporeal form and to the mind's attaining an "outward form," focus on further transcending of boundaries: of inner into outer, spirit into body.
Pater is concerned, therefore, with literary and spiritual (human and divine) modes of transformation, and perhaps this caught Jimenez' attention. The artist in Espacio is experiencing a constant Anders-streben, as he stretches beyond the limits of the system that had hitherto circumscribed his vision; in transcending his self, new vision emerges with a new form.
A second, though closely related preoccupation in this deliberation on the Mona Lisa is that celestial beauty has taken on corporeal form; it "lives / only in the delicacy" of her" changing lineaments." It is beauty "wrought out from within upon the flesh," Pater claims in lines immediately preceding the prose-poem.
Earlier in his essay Pater remarked, on other faces of women done by Leonardo, that in them "one becomes aware of the subtler forces of nature," of "all those finer conditions wherein material things rise to that subtlety of operation which constitutes them spiritual" (R, p. 116). Moreover, in his essay on Rossetti, he claims that in both Rossetti and Dante: "the material and the spiritual are fused and blent: if the spiritual attains the definite visibility of a crystal, what is material loses its earthiness and impurity" (A, p. 212)." Juan Ramon was concerned with such an interfusion in parts of "Espacio." In the "Fragmento tercero" he exclaims:
Autumnal woman; tree, man! How you shout the joy of living to the blue that rises up with the first cold! They want to ascend higher into the furthest reaches of blue that is more pure, incomparable blue nakedness. The full and deep nakedness of autumn in which one more readily sees that soul and flesh are merely one.
iMujer de otorio; arbol, hombre! icomo clamais el gozo de vivir al azul que se alza con el primer Frio! Quieren alzarse mas, hasta lo ultimo de ese azul que es mas limpio, de incomparable desnudez azul. Desnudez plena y honda del otoiio, en la que el alma y came se ye mejor que no son mas que una."
In addition, we cannot forget that in the "Notas" to Animal de fondo Juan Ram6n wrote of "Ethel awareness, [ Finally, we must comment on Pater's sensuality, especially as the sexual manifestation of man's sensual being disturbed Juan Ramon so much in "Espacio," as Young has noted (Line, pp. 214 ff).
Pater considered the Mona Lisa's to be a sensuality "men had come to desire." Her sensuality, however, we observe, is not in the least provocative. In the passages cited, Pater is observed using sensual terms ("flesh," "exquisite passion," "lust"), alluding to sexual activities (Vampires, Leda and Zeus), and evoking Lisa's feminine allure ("lineaments," "eyelids"). But none of this is allowed to become provocative, perhaps because it is integrated into a larger symbolic framework. This would undoubtedly have appealed to Juan Ramon, who required, as Young observes (Line, p. 87 ff), that natural impulses be modified "in an aesthetically acceptable manner."
In relation to this, the figure of the Mona Lisa can be seen as emerging from the sea. The juxtaposition of an ethereal, intellectually attractive woman with the waves of the sea could have intrigued Jimenez, for, as Young has discovered (Line, p. 217), he believed that the female figure ( albeit nude) together with the movement of the waves on the sea contributed to the gestation of his "verso desnudo." He in fact wrote down this thought in 1942, the year when he was writing "Espacio" and reading Pater.
We believe, therefore, that Jimenez encountered in Pater a writer conscious of balancing the sensual with the ideal. In his works Pater recommends philosophies in which the senses are developed in conjunction with all other aspects of human nature (GL, pp. 54, 111), and he expresses admiration for Rossetti on this account. Jimenez, too, had for many years admired Rossetti. Pater also advocated that Plato was a sensual being: his abstract "philosophy of the unseen" was predicated on "the control of a variously interested, a richly sensuous nature" (P&P, p. 126). In addition, he adds, later in the same study, that "the ways of earthly love" provided for Plato "a true parallel" for the "ascent of the soul into the intelligible world" (P&P, p. 169). Such thoughts would have taken Jimenez' mind back to his reading of Shelley's prose and poetry, begun a quarter of a century before the initial inspiration for "Espacio" (see Line, esp. pp. 37-90, 99-106). By the 1940s, however, it is surely safe to assume that the predominantly puritanical influence of krausismo would have abated somewhat, allowing Juan Ram6n to be more responsive to a form of platonism in which a highly developed sensual awareness has been subjected to aesthetic modification.
Pater's platonism is more human and vital; it is less "colourless, formless, impalpable" (Pater's words), less incorporeal than the idealism usually associated with Plato's name. We wonder if this might have been in Jimenez' thoughts, in 1943, when he wrote to Luis Cernuda, "I am, I have been, and I always will be a Platonist"" Pater's thought tends to gravitate toward the center. Gaston envisaged a state in which his sacred and profane loves would flourish in harmony (GL, p. 72). In Marius, the ideal of the "Good Shepherd" is recommended in which there is "a harmonious development of all the parts of human nature, in just proportion to each other" (ME, vol. II, p. 121). Pater was a realist as well as an idealist: in "Coleridge," he wrote, "experience gives us, not the truth of eternal outlines ascertained once for all, but a world of fine gradations and subtly linked conditions, shifting intricately as we ourselves change" (A, p. 68). Juan Ram6n was aware of a similar tension in his own ideals: one of his aphorisms reads, "Have I not made vagueness concrete?" and in El trabajo gustoso he characterized poetry as imagination fused with evidence.
In the famous "Conclusion" to The Renaissance, Pater half laments that "we have an interval, and then our place knows us no more" (R, p. 238). Though it is unlikely that Juan Ram6n would have responded to such an exaltation of the relative and the ephemeral, there are in Pater's works, nevertheless, certain basic and recurrent preoccupations which could have confirmed and strengthened, possibly modified, Jimenez' own idealism. We suggest that it was for reasons such as these that he was led to purchase not one volume but the entire set of Pater's works. 24 12 thing in itself, independent of the particular instances which come into and pass out of it, as also of the particular mind which entertains it" (P&P, p. 151).
